YOUR COMPLETE SALON MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

The easy to use salon management software

Do you constantly
struggle for time?
MANAGE ALL ASPECTS OF YOUR SALON WITHOUT
COMPROMISING THE QUALITY OF YOUR SERVICE.
The greatest challenge facing salons today is how
to manage all the time-consuming accounting and
managerial tasks and still have enough time and energy
left to perform at their absolute best.

An option to suit
every salon
FROM SOFTWARE ONLY TO COMPLETE POINT
OF SALE SYSTEMS
••

SINGLE - For 1 user and up to 1000 clients

••

MINI - Up to 3 users and 2000 clients

••

ELITE - No Staff Limits & Client Limits

That is why our salon management software is
recognised as a leader in the industry by salons
throughout Australia, Asia and New Zealand. Hairware
& Beautyware continues to evolve based on industry
needs, advances in technology plus government and
accounting regulations.
While Hairware & Beautyware helps salons with the
management and accounting side of the business, it
also has some outstanding features that allow salons to
develop the service side of their operations. Therefore
salon operators have more time to focus on delivering
exceptional client service.
All these special features are designed to help salons
stay on top of each client’s individual needs. Leaving
clients with a favourable impression means repeat
business and more word-of-mouth referrals.

SUBSCRIBE , L E ASE OR BU Y

FROM SOFTWARE ONLY TO COMPLETE POINT OF SALE

›› CASH DRAWER
›› BARCODE SCANNER
›› THERMAL PRINTER
›› ALL IN ONE COMPUTER
›› PHONE WITH SMS APP

Some of the outstanding features of
Hairware & Beautyware include:
••

Appointment book with auto SMS appointment confirmation ••

Professional wait list and walk-in genie

••

Point of sale with easy till balancing & EFTPOS integration

••

Easy stock management

••

Client card & client history

••

Financial reports with graphs

••

Easy to use wages and cash book

••

Productivity report

••

BAS calculations in less than 5 seconds

••

iPad integration

••

Marketing using direct mail, e-mail and SMS

••

24/7 online booking

••

Auto marketing - a set once marketing tool

••

Plus much, much more!

USED BY HAIRDRESSERS AND THERAPISTS FOR OVER 30 YEARS

F R E E D ATA
CONVERSION

Want more?
We offer FREE Data Conversion
from your current software provider

Special features

Cloud Backup
KEEP YOUR DATA SAFE WITH OUR CLOUD
BACKUP SOLUTIONS
With Hairware and Beautyware, you have the option of backing
up to the cloud.
This gives you peace of mind knowing that twice per day your
Hairware / Beautyware data is being backed up off site, safely
and securely.
You will continue to have complete control over your data both
on your Salon Computer and in the Cloud.
If a computer problem, natural disaster or theft were to happen,
your data is safely stored off site and if ever the need arises that
your database needs to be recovered, the Cloud backup is right
there at your fingertips and simple to restore.

Client Consultation Apps
OUR APPS MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU TO ENTER
NEW CLIENT DETAILS & UPDATE EXISTING
CLIENT INFORMATION
NEW CLIENT APP - This free app allows the iPad to be handed
to the customer so they can easily add their information into
the ‘New Client’ section. This uses a simple contact form
which then updates instantly to your Hairware or Beautyware
database.
UPDATE CLIENT DETAILS APP - This useful app has the
same features as above with the added benefit of allowing
existing clients to update their details. A salon staff member
is required to enter a password prior to the client entering their
details. This security measure is in place to stop clients viewing
another customer’s details.
Having these apps eliminates the possibility of a staff member
taking down the wrong spelling of a clients name or an incorrect
phone number. The client is able to enter and update their own
details meaning that your database always has accurate details
for future correspondence and marketing promotions.
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It’s easy & affordable to keep in touch
with our SMS feature
DON’T PAY TOO MUCH ELSEWHERE
Yes it does it all, two way appointment
confirmation, SMS marketing or send a single
message. No Internet connection required.
SMS is one of the best marketing tools available
to your business and can allow for instant
responses to marketing campaigns. With SMS
Merge the message received by the client will
look personalised including their name (even
though you may have sent out 500 at the one
time).
SMS Marketing helps you save time & money.
No more calling clients to confirm, it takes up
valuable time and increases your phone bill.
You are free to choose the provider that suits
you. We can often recommend the best offer
at the time.
FACT: Hairware and Beautyware’s SMS Marketing brings in extra
business today and fills empty appointment columns on quiet days!

SOME OF THE MAIN BENEFITS OF USING SMS MARKETING:
••

SMS is less intrusive than a phone call

••

SMS has a much higher read rate than an email

••

Save time by not having to call individual clients to confirm appointments

••

Increased opportunity for your salon to fill cancelled appointments

••

Links straight to the salon computer

••

Easy to setup in the system

••

Affordable from $6 per week for unlimited text

SMS SAVINGS
per month

If you
pay
18c
each

If you
pay
20c
each

If you
pay
22c
each

HAIRWARE &
BEAUTYWARE

1 Month
SAVING

1 Year
SAVING

3 years
SAVING

4 years
SAVING

500

$90

$100

$110

From $20
p/month

$90

$1,080

$3,240

$4,320

1000

$180

$200

$220

From $20
p/month

$200

$2,400

$7,200

$9,600

2000

$360

$400

$440

From $30
p/month

$410

$4,920

$14,760

$19,680

Text
messages

Saving based on SMS’s sent at 22 cents per message compared with Optus or Vodafone mobile sim plans.
Prices correct at time of printing. It is up to the individual to seek the right plan and advice from their chosen provider.
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Special features

Hairware & Beautyware
on your iPad or Tablet
THE CHOICE IS YOURS
CONNECT YOUR IPAD OR ANDROID TABLET TO YOUR SYSTEM
ANYTIME, AND FROM ANYWHERE
Make and manage appointments, view, update or add
client information and history, check reports, manage stock, do
your wages and BAS or send a marketing promotion using SMS,
email or letter.
In fact anything that can be done on your salon computer can be
done on your iPad or Tablet.
Having an iPad or Tablet in the salon can significantly help you,
and your staff, provide a much smoother experience by freeing up
the front counter whenever possible.
With our Client Consultation app, clients can take a seat and be
handed the iPad to fill out their details rather than waiting at the
front counter. It really does save time and frustration!
Connect multiple iPads or tablets to your salon computer.

Affordable Salon Apps
FREE FOR YOUR CLIENTS TO DOWNLOAD
KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR CLIENTS WITH YOUR VERY
OWN CUSTOMISED APP
••

Live online booking anywhere/anytime via your salon app

••

Send effective marketing campaigns using Push Notifications
for FREE

••

Select the features that suit your salon

••

One touch SMS, phone or email contact

••

Online newsletters

••

Choose to include maps, social media, loyalty cards and more

••

Initial iTunes and app store setup included

••

Price list or menu

••

Social media integration

LIVE ONLINE Booking
ALLOW CLIENTS TO MAKE THEIR OWN
APPOINTMENT LIVE ONLINE 24/7
FEATURES
••

Link directly from your website, Facebook page or app

••

Hairware and Beautyware will only allow clients to make
appointments when enough time is available

••

No need to wait for emails back and forth - the appointments
are made instantly

••

Appointments are validated by a user name and password

••

Online appointments appear in a different colour with an
Online Logo to easily distinguish appointments made online

••

Send customised automated email confirmation including
your own terms & conditions, logo & appointment details

••

Integrates with our SMS text reminders

ALLOW CLIENTS TO MAKE APPOINTMENTS LIVE ONLINE 24/7

Link Online Booking to your Facebook page

APPOINTMENT BOOK
The easy-to-use feature packed Appointment Book lets you make appointments
quickly and efficiently. The two way SMS confirmation feature dramatically
reduces “No Shows” and automatically changes the appointment colour
once confirmed. Appointments can be clicked and dragged or squeezed and
stretched. One click to “Do Sale”. New clients & VIP’s can be flagged or you
can create your own appointment flag.
Print all of the days client cards with one click. There’s a waiting list, walk-in
genie, occupancy indicator, rooms option and resource booking. Search by first
name, last name or mobile number.
We believe this is the best salon appointment book available! Try it for yourself.

POINT OF SALE
While the latest technology efficiently takes care of payments, it quietly updates
stock records, client files, stylist records, prepares reports and streamlines
end-of-day balancing. Point of sale is linked in though the appointment book or
can be used completely on its own.
Selling products is a breeze. We also cater for walk in sales, deposits, prepaid
services, reward points, group accounts, credit card surcharges, gift voucher
sales, redemptions and tracking, staff purchases, up to 4 tiered price levels,
split payments, split staff and much, much more.
We have integrated EFTPOS into our software to ensure the smoothest, most
efficient POS system possible.

CLIENT CARDS
No more losing client cards. Our client cards track it all. Contact details,
$ spent, service and product history, service notes, private notes, VIP, number
of visits, average days between visits, a client photo gallery, previous operators,
consultation, allergies, even how the client likes their tea or coffee, and the
history can easily be printed to a docket or laser printer.
Easy to use card accuracy reports to see how accurate your client cards
are. Clients with incomplete information are flagged with an “i” letting you
know more information is needed. An accurate database helps you build your
prospective marketing database and increases the value of your business.

REPORTS
Hairware and Beautyware has a comprehensive range of reports to help you
test, measure and understand your business with over 100 to choose from. The
software automatically collates sales information in the format that you choose.
Track, examine, plan, then take the rest of the day off.
Reports and graphs ranging from total summary, productivity, occupancy, profit
and loss, end of day plus much, much more. Know the state of your business
anytime you choose. It’s all at your fingertips. Hairware & Beautyware is the
business partner that doesn’t mind doing more than its share.

SERVICES
Easily create, change and update services and accept deposits. Create
packages of services. Hairware and Beautyware will track them from sale to
full usage.
Set four levels of loyalty pricing for each service. ‘From’ prices no longer slip by
unnoticed. Experience our unique ‘price creep’.
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AUTO MARKETING - CRM
Simply create (or use one of our templates) and Hairware / Beautyware does
all the work.
The program will automatically send an SMS or email to thank new clients
for visiting your salon, a reminder or promotion for those clients that haven’t
returned or perhaps you would like Hairware to automatically send a “Happy
Birthday” SMS or email. You can even setup auto marketing for your referrals.
Our CRM (Customer Relationship Manager) allows you to select and market
to your clients. There are thousands of combinations. Promote to a certain age
group, or clients that have never had a particular service or simply make your
own selection. Once selected you can send a personalised SMS, email or letter.
Hairware and Beautyware will mail merge, SMS merge and email merge. The
system easily integrates with MailChimp.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
You could employ a bookkeeper or you could select the salon option on
your Hairware or Beautyware system. This is the financial engine-room with
functions designed to save you hours on the tedious, but critical, paperwork.

FEATURES
••

Multi-account cashbook with reporting and profit and loss

••

Wages including payslips, group certificates & detailed reporting

••

GST / BAS - Calculate your BAS in seconds, then just print it out.

••

Salon targets, operator targets, petty cash and more.

STOCK
No more manual stock ordering! No more overspending! Create orders and
work within your budget.
Hairware and Beautyware manages stock automatically. From the day you
start using the software, you can rest assured knowing that your stock is being
accurately maintained at the level you require.
Products are easily setup and each retail product can have up to four price
levels, allowing you to sell the one product at four different prices. Ideal for
special clients, family and friends or your platinum, gold and silver clients.

SUPPORT & SECURITY
Call and speak to a real person. Our dedicated professional team are here to
help you with any technical questions, in a language you can understand.
SECURITY - Pin or password, the choice is yours, each staff member has their
own customised access. Encrypted password protected “Secure Text”, open
till reporting, staff time clock and more. Limit the amount of client information
staff can see, you can hide or add a password to clients contact details.
HOURLY BACKUPS - You have the ability to create hourly backups of your Salon
Software. Choose where you’d like your back up to go by selecting a drive
such as a USB flash Drive, an external hard drive or networked computer.
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What our clients have to say
“

It was a pretty quick and easy decision to roll out
Hairware into our 26 salons replacing two other
salon software programs, Hairware made the
transition easy. The programs ability to increase
client retention rates and average spends through
automatized SMS communication enabled us more
time to focus on growing our business.

“

Since installing Beautyware into our salon we
have found marketing and promotions a breeze.
The program is simple and easy for all staff to use
and clients love the SMS appointment
confirmation, which saves valuable time, no more
phoning clients the day before. It is so easy to
invite clients back to the salon via email, SMS and
letters at the touch of a button.

Although it’s not the only system on the market to
utilize SMS messaging it is by far the most cost
effective (saving us over $600 per salon some
months). The system is very user friendly making
training of the program to new employees quick
and easy but the secret must be well and truly out
because more and more new employees are
already familiar with the program when they
commence with our company.
If you need a salon computer system that is user
friendly for your staff to use with in depth reporting
for management, then Hairware is the system for
your salon.”

Beautyware assists the smooth and professional
operation of our salon.
I don’t know how we managed without it.”

Sarah, Director

SENSATIONAL SKIN CARE

“

Hairware has been an amazing system for us to
use in our barber shop. We have found the over
the phone support and training always helpful and
informative, which allows us to use our system to
its fullest potential. Our staff, love having the
training videos available to always refer back to!
Our clients have been so impressed to receive
their 6 week service reminder message which we
have been able to personally customise and they
love the fact we know how many times they’ve
been in and know what services they usually have
done. The marketing modules have proven to be a
successful tool for our business, as our client
retention rate has increased considerably. The
staff have been so impressed with the system!
Thank you Hairware.”

Peter, Director

CHRISTIANE’S HAIR DESIGN

“

We have been using Hairware for over 7 years, and
just love the system. It’s just so easy to use. It
helps us manage our entire business. It’s a must
have for any serious salon owner.
The SMS Appointment confirmation has
dramatically reduced Clients not showing up,
whilst the reporting and marketing has saved us
hours every week allowing us to work on the
business and not just in it. We have just added
Head office manager and central booking and the
best just got better.
I would recommend Hairware to any salon owner.”

Jules, CEO

GUYSCUTS

“

Glen, Director

BRAD NGATA HAIR DIRECTIONS

SALES AND SUPPORT LINE

1300 880 582
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Thanks Hairware for such an amazing system. It is
so simple to use, our appointment booking
process is so more efficient (no more double
bookings!). Plus with the automatic SMS
appointment confirmation, we are finding that our
clients are no longer missing their appointments.
This really has made our business work more
efficiently and lucrative. We have finally said
goodbye to messy books on our front desk!”

Cassinda, CEO

THE CUTTING ROOM

1300 880 582

Important questions to ask
CONSIDER THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT.
What you outlay for a great software system should ultimately pay for itself & increase turnover by saving your business time & money. It should do this
in several ways including offering a time saving appointment book, central organisation, auto marketing features, automated appointment confirmations,
targeted reporting & more. Rather than focusing on the outlay of the software, consider the immediate and long term savings for your salon.

WHAT IS THE COST PER SMS AND HOW MANY CHARACTERS ARE INCLUDED IN THAT COST?
Do your research when it comes to SMS costs. Some companies charge 22c per 160 characters. Hairware & Beautyware offer unlimited SMS for less
than $30 per month ($6 per week). You should consider the amount of SMS messages your salon is using for appointment confirmations, auto marketing
and other SMS promotions. When working out the amount of SMS needed each month, be aware that often one message is calculated as two because
of the amount of characters. Once your salon name, contact number and an opt out option is included, 160 characters doesn’t go far and can often turn
into a second message doubling your cost.

CAN I HAVE A COPY OF MY ENTIRE DATABASE SHOULD I EVER WANT IT?
Make sure you’re always in charge of your database. Some software companies only export parts of your data. This can result in essential data loss such
as client histories, future and past appointments and stock etc. It’s Important to always have a copy of your entire database and the password in case you
ever want to change software companies.

WHAT HAPPENS IF MY DATA IS ON A CLOUD AND THE SOFTWARE COMPANY CLOSES DOWN?
Some of the largest companies in the world have closed down; it’s important to always have your own copy of your database. Imagine waking up to
nothing and not knowing what appointments you have or a single client card. Having your central data located on your hard drive makes sense. We suggest
backing up to the cloud but keeping your core files on your own computer.

CAN I CONNECT TO THE SALON 24/7 WITHOUT INTERRUPTING THE SALON?
If you need to do some work outside the salon, you should look for a software that allows you to connect 24/7. With Hairware & Beautyware, you can.
Best of all it does not interfere with the salon using Hairware or Beautyware. The salon doesn’t see what you see, you can make appointments at the same
time as the salon makes appointments, check reports and see how your staff is performing.

DO YOU HAVE ONSITE EDUCATION AND TRAINING SHOULD I WANT OR NEED IT?
We offer onsite, online and phone training. Our software has so many amazing features that it often makes sense for salons to utilise training in order to
use the many features to their full potential resulting in time and costs savings for the salon.

WILL YOU RECEIVE THE TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND DEDICATED CUSTOMER SERVICE YOU NEED?
Does the company have a reputation for providing excellence in customer service? Are you able to pick up the phone and talk to the tech support team in
a language you can understand? Your software will hold all your critical data so knowing you have access to a great support team will give you the peace
of mind if a problem arises. Before deciding, you may want to test their call waiting times.

WILL YOUR SOFTWARE STAY AHEAD OF ITS TIME?
Choosing a software company that believes in innovation is a must. In order for your company to grow and succeed you need to have a software provider
who endeavours to provide consistent updates to the system.

DOES YOUR SOFTWARE INCLUDE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT?
Can you do your wages, profit and loss reporting, group certificates, BAS, petty cash and other financial management duties through the software?
Does your system have a time clock for employees, which tracks their daily hours and links directly to the wages section and
reporting?
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Still want more?
ADMINISTRATOR

CLUB POINTS

Connect from your home or office without tying up the
salon computer. The salon can still work seamlessly even
whilst you are working.

Reward your clients’ loyalty with Club Points based on
their spending. You nominate the rate at which the points
are rewarded and the program manages all aspects of
earning and spending their points.

HEAD OFFICE MANAGER
Our ultimate solution to managing multiple salons. Connect
live or sync the data to your head office. Connect to your
salons at any time without interruption to your salon.
Your staff will not even know you’re on-line.

CLIENT SPENDING
You can grade clients as A, B or C grade. You set the
parameters by spending level, number of visits or manual
selection, then leave it to the program.

CENTRAL BOOKING

RENT A CHAIR & RENT A ROOM

Make appointments, view client details, histories, stock
and more all from your head office, home or from one
salon to another.

Hairware and Beautyware allows you to rent out a chair/s
or room/s.

DUO - HAVE THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
“DUO” allows salons who have both hair and beauty to
run the Hairware and Beautyware programs in tandem on
the one front desk computer.

NETWORK
Choose to connect one or more computers to the salon.

LOYALTY CLUBS
Create unlimited loyalty reward cards using the tiered
service and retail pricing levels.
Another great set and forget function fully supervised by
your Hairware or Beautyware system.

HairwareBeautyware

This unique option lets you keep the databases
completely separate and swap between each user
with a single click. Keep the appointments, client
information, stock, services, reports and the figures
completely separate yet share a computer, docket printer,
barcode scanner, SMS modem and any other related
computer hardware.
Best of all, the contractor or lessee has full control over
their database including password protection.
The data can be taken with them if they decide to
move on.

SEAMLESS TRANSITIONS
Changing over from another software product?
We can convert your data from most other software
providers.

hairware_aus

hairwareaust

Call now for your obligation
FREE Demonstration

1300 880 582
Servicing the Australian Hair,
Beauty & Spa Markets
for over 30 Years!
100% AUSTRALIAN OWNED & OPERATED

Fax 1300 133 690
Email info@hairware.com.au | info@beautyware.com.au

Suite 3, Level 2, 86-88 Mann St,
Gosford NSW 2250

hairware.com.au | beautyware.com.au

